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Abstract
Natural numbers are represented by Grzegorczyk functions. The rep-
resentation is implicit in the technique of H. Friedman[3]. An iterated
base-shift in the representation with subtracting 1 yields a sequence, Grze-
gorczyk sequence. It is shown that the termination of the sequence is in-
dependent from the first order arithmetic PA. We follow M. Rathjen[2] in
the proof of the independence.
1 Grzegorczyk representation of natural num-
bers and Grzegorczyk sequences
Let us represent natural numbers in terms of Grzegorczyk functions Fn. The
representation is implicit in the technique of H. Friedman[3].
Definition 1.1 1. f (x) denotes the x-th iterate of a unary function f on N,
defined by f (0)(y) = y and f (x+1)(y) = f(f (x)(y)).
2. The n-th Grzegorczyk function Fn denote the function on integers defined
recursively on n as follows. F0(x) = x+ 1 and Fn+1(x) = F
(x)
n (x).
Proposition 1.2 1. Fn(x) > x for x > 0.
2. F
(y)
n (x) ≥ x.
3. (x, y) 7→ F
(y)
n (x) is strictly increasing both in x > 0 and y.
4. Fn+1(x) > Fn(x) for x ≥ 2.
Lemma 1.3 For each primitive recursive function f(~x), there exists an n for
which f(~x) ≤ Fn(max{~x, 2}) holds for any ~x = x1, . . . , xk.
Definition 1.4 Let k1 ≥ 2. Fn denotes the n-th Grzegorczyk function. We
define F -representation of natural numbers x with base k1 by induction on x−˙k1
as follows.
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First if x < k1, then x itself is the F -representation of x with base k1. Assume
k1 ≤ x. Let x1 be the least natural number such that k1 ≤ x < Fx1+1(k1), and i1
the maximal number such that F
(i1)
x1 (k1) ≤ x < F
(k1)
x1 (k1) = Fx1+1(k1). If x1 =
0, then [(0, i1)]k1 with 0 = x1 is the F -representation of x. Otherwise let x2 < x1
be the least natural number such that k2 ≤ x < Fx2+1(k2) for k2 = F
(i1)
x1 (k1) ≤
x < Fx1(k2). If x = k2, then [(x1, i1)]k1 is the F -representation of x with base
k1. Otherwise [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k1 is the F -representation of x with
base k1, where [(x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k2 6= [(0, 0)]k2 is the F -representation of x
with base k2.
We define Grzegorczyk sequences {zk}k of natural numbers z as follows.
zk+1 = zk−˙1 if zk < 2+k. Let zk ≥ 2+k. Let x = [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k
be the F -representation of x ≥ k with base k. Then the shift of base k tom in the
representation as well as the representations of xi hereditarily in the left is de-
fined recursively by x[k := m] = [(x1[k := m], i1), (x2[k := m], i2), . . . , (xℓ[k :=
m], iℓ)]m. Then zk+1 = zk[2 + k := 3 + k]− 1.
Since the function (n, x) 7→ Fn(x) is provably computable in PA (but not
primitive recursive), so is the function (x, k,m) 7→ x[k := m].
Theorem 1.5 PA does not prove the true Π2-statement ∀z∃k[zk = 0] for the
Grzegorczyk sequence {zk}k of z.
2 Slowly well-foundedness
Definition 2.1 We define integers C(α) for ordinal terms α < ε0. C(0) = 0.
In the following let α = ωα1n1 + · · · + ω
αknk with α1 > · · · > αk and 0 <
n1, . . . , nk < ω for k > 0. C(α) = max{C(αℓ), nℓ : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k}. C(α) is the
maximal coefficient nℓ in the ordinal term α.
In the F -representation of Definition 1.4, for the case k1 ≤ x, note that
k1 < Fn(k1) < Fn+1(k1) holds by k1 ≥ 2 and Proposition 1.2.1. When x1 > 0,
i1 > 0 holds by the minimality of x1. Hence k1 < F
(i1)
x1 (k1) = k2.
It is clear that for x ≥ k1, [(0, 0)]k1 is the F -representation of x iff x = k1.
Let [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k1 6= [(0, 0)]k1 be the F -representation of x with
base k1 for 2 ≤ k1 < x. Proposition 1.2.4 yields x1 < Fx1(k1) ≤ x. Hence
x > x1 > x2 > · · · > xℓ ≥ 0, ∀p ≤ ℓ(ip > 0).
Let kℓ (1 ≤ p ≤ ℓ + 1) denote the integers recursively defined as follows. k1
is the given number, and kp+1 = F
(ip)
xp (kp). Then ip < kp, and k1 < k2 < · · · <
kℓ < kℓ+1 = x, i.e., x = F
(iℓ)
xℓ (· · · (F
(i1)
x1 (k1)) · · ·). Moreover ∀p ≤ ℓ(ip < kp <
x). Hence we obtain in the F -representation [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k1 of
x ≥ k1 ≥ 2
x > x1 > x2 > · · · > xℓ ≥ 0& ∀p ≤ ℓ(ip < x) (1)
Note that the function assigning x ≥ k to its F -representation
[(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k1 is elementary recursive since the ternary relation
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R = {(n, x, y) ∈ N3 : Fn(x) = y} is elementary recursive. This is seen as follows.
By Proposition 1.2.1 we see that (n, x, y) ∈ R iff there exists a matrix A = (aij)
such that its size is at most n × y, and its entry aij ≤ max{x, y} is a number
Fm(yij) appearing in the computation of F
(p)
n−1(x) (p ≤ x).
Thus x is represented by
[(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k1 := F
(iℓ)
xℓ
(· · · (F (i1)x1 (k1)) · · ·) = x.
Let [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k1 and [(y1, j1), (y2, j2), . . . , (ym, jm)]k1 be
the F -representations of x ≥ k1 and y ≥ k1, resp. Then we see the follow-
ing.
x < y ⇔ ((x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)) ≺ ((y1, j1), (y2, j2), . . . , (ym, jm)) (2)
where for the lexicographic order <lx on pairs,
((x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)) ≺ ((y1, j1), (y2, j2), . . . , (ym, jm))
iff either ∃p ≤ min{ℓ,m}[∀q < p{(xq, iq) = (yq, jq)} ∧ (xp, ip) <lx (yp, jp)] or
ℓ < m ∧ ∀q ≤ ℓ{(xq, iq) = (yq, jq)}.
Let k1 ≤ x < Fn(k1), and [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k1 the F -representation
of x with base k1, where n > x1 > x2 > · · · > xℓ ≥ 0. s(x;n, k1) :=
(j1, j2, . . . , jn) denotes the sequence of natural numbers jq, which is obtained
from the sequence (i1, i2, . . . , iℓ) by filling the gaps with zeros, i.e., jxp = ip and
jq = 0 else. Moreover let (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) be the sequence defined recursively
by m1 = k1 and mq+1 = F
(jq)
n−q(mq).
Let y1, y2 be integers such that k1 ≤ y1, y2 < Fn(k1) for n > 0. For simplicity
let us write s(x) for s(x;n, k1). We see from Proposition 1.2.1 that for k1 ≥ 2
y1 < y2 ⇔ s(y1) <lx s(y2) (3)
where <lx denotes the lexicographic order on n-tuples.
Now let us flip over the integers iℓ. Namely let
ts(x) = (m1 − j1,m2 −
j2, . . . ,mn−jn) for s(x) = (j1, j2, . . . , jn).
ts(x) is an n-tuple of positive integers
mq − jq ≤ x such that
y1 < y2 ⇔
ts(y2) <lx
ts(y1)
We obtain a descending chain {gn(k1, x)}x<Fn(k1) of ordinals gn(k1, x) < ω
n+1
for n > 0 as follows. When k1 ≤ x < Fn(k1), let
gn(k1, x) = ω
n−1(m1 − j1) + ω
n−2(m2 − j2) + · · ·+ ω
0(mn − jn) (4)
for s(x;n, k1) = (j1, j2, . . . , jn). When x < k1, let gn(k1, x) = ω
n(k1 − x).
Let us extend gn by letting gn(k1, x) = 0 for x ≥ Fn(k1), and g0(k1, x) =
(k1 +1)−˙x. Then it is easy to see that for each n there exists a constant cn for
which C(gn(k1, x)) ≤ max{n, k1 + 1, x} holds for any k1, x.
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Lemma 2.2 (H. Friedman[3])
For each unary primitive recursive function f , there exist n, c and a primitive
recursive function g : N2 → ωn such that x < f(k)⇒ g(k, x+ 1) < g(k, x), and
C(g(k, x)) ≤ max{c, k + 1, x} for any k, x.
Proof. Pick an n such that f(k) ≤ Fn(max{2, k}) by Lemma 1.3. ✷
Theorem 2.3 Let ε0 > α0 > α1 > · · · be a primitive recursive descending
chain of ordinal terms αk. We can find a primitive recursive descending chain
{γi}i of ordinal terms such that C(γi) ≤ i + 1.
Proof. Consider the primitive recursive functions fC(k) = C(αk+1). By Lemma
2.2, let h : N2 → ωn be a primitive recursive function and c a constant such
that x < C(αk+1)⇒ h(k, x+ 1) < h(k, x), C(h(k, x)) ≤ max{c, k + 1, x}.
Llet ℓ = max{c, C(α0)}. For i ≥ ℓ, let k, x be numbers such that i =
C(α0) + · · ·+ C(αk) + x and x < C(αk+1). Then set
γi = ω
ωαk + h(k, x)
Note here that C(αk) > 0 for αk > 0.
Let N be a number such that ωN−ℓ > ω
ωα0. For i < ℓ let γi = ωN−i. Then
the primitive recursive sequence {γi}i is descending, and C(γi) ≤ i+ 1. ✷
Corollary 2.4 Over PRA, the 1-consistency RFNΣ1(PA) of PA is equivalent to
the fact that there is no primitive recursive and infinite descending chain {γi}i
of ordinals γi < ε0 such that C(γi) ≤ i+ 1.
Proof. This is seen from the fact that RFNΣ1(PA) is equivalent to the fact that
there is no primitive recursive and infinite descending chain of ordinals< ε0. ✷
3 Proof of Theorem 1.5
For x ≥ k ≥ 2, let x = [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k be the F -representation of
x with base k. Then an ordinal ok(x) < ε0 is associated recursively by
ok(x) = ω
ok(x1)i1 + ω
ok(x2)i2 + · · ·+ ω
ok(xℓ)iℓ
From (2) we see that for x, y ≥ k ≥ 2, ok(x) is in Cantor normal form with base
ω and
x < y ⇔ ok(x) < ok(y) (5)
Let
Dk := {ok(x) : x ≥ k}
and Lk(α) be the inverse of ok for α ∈ Dk, Lk(ok(x)) = x.
Let us prove Theorem 1.5. First we show the termination of Grzegorczyk
sequences {zk}k of z ≥ 2. Suppose ∀k(zk > 0). We have ∀k(zk ≥ 2 + k), for if
zk = m < 2 + k, then zk+m = 0. Hence we obtain ∀k(0 < o2+k(zk) ∈ D2+k).
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From (5) we see that ω is the order type of the set Dk of ordinals< ε0
when k ≥ 2. For 0 < α ∈ Dk, let Qkα = max{β < α : β ∈ Dk}. Then it
is easy to see that zk+1 = L3+kQ3+ko2+k(zk) from o2+k(zk) ∈ D2+k ⊂ D3+k.
Therefore {o2+k(zk)}k would be an infinite descending chain of ordinals< ε0.
Thus we show the fact that each Grzegorczyk sequences {zk}k of z eventually
terminates.
Next let us show the independence following M. Rathjen[2]. For the in-
dependence of the fact from PA, it suffices to show that the fact implies the
1-consistency of PA over PA. Argue in PA. Suppose that PA is 1-inconsistent.
By Corollary 2.4 let {γk}k be a primitive recursive and infinite descending
chain of ordinals γi < ε0 such that C(γk) ≤ 1 + k. Then γk ∈ D2+k since
k + 2 < F
(i)
x (k + 2) for i > 0. Hence {γk}k would be a primitive recursive and
infinite descending chain of ordinals< ε0 such that γk ∈ D2+k. Let vk = L2+kγk,
and {zk}k be the Grzegorczyk sequence of z0 = v0. We show that ∀k(vk ≤ zk)
by induction on k. Suppose vk ≤ zk. Then γk = o2+k(vk) ≤ o2+k(zk). From
γk, γk+1 ∈ D3+k and γk+1 < γk ≤ o2+k(zk) we obtain γk+1 ≤ Q3+ko2+k(zk).
Hence vk+1 = L3+kγk+1 ≤ L3+kQ3+ko2+k(zk) = zk+1. Thus ∀k(vk ≤ zk) is
shown. Since γk > 0, we have vk > 0. Thus {zk}k would be a non-terminating
Grzegorczyk sequence of z0. ✷
The total representation T (x)k1 of x with base k1 ≥ 2 represents x hereditarily
in the both components xp, ip. These are obtained by modifying Definition 1.4
of F -representations as follows.
Let k ≥ 2. First if x < k, then T (x)k = x itself is the hereditary F -
representations of x with base k. Assume k ≤ x, and let [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k
be the F -representation of x with base k. Define hereditary representations re-
cursively as follows, cf. (1).
T (x)k := [(T (x1)k, T (i1)k), (T (x2)k, T (i2)k), . . . , (T (xℓ)k, T (iℓ)k)]k,
where T (xp)k, T (ip)k are the total representations of xp, ip with base k.
We define hereditarily Grzegorczyk sequences {wk}k of natural numbers w
as follows. wk+1 = wk−˙1 if wk < 2 + k. Let wk ≥ 2 + k.
Let x = [(x1, i1), (x2, i2), . . . , (xℓ, iℓ)]k be the hereditary F -representation
of x ≥ k with base k. Then the shift of base k to m in the both represen-
tations of xp, ip hereditarily is defined recursively by x[k := m] = [(x1[k :=
m], i1[k := m]), (x2[k := m], i2[k := m]), . . . , (xℓ[k := m], iℓ[k := m])]m. Then
wk+1 = wk[2 + k := 3 + k]− 1.
Open problem. How strong the true statement ∀w∃k[wk = 0] for the hered-
itary Grzegorczyk sequence {wk} of w? Specifically does ID1 prove the Π2-
statement?
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